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Systems with conserved dipole moment have drawn considerable interest in light of their real-
ization in recent experiments on tilted optical lattices. An important question for such systems is
delineating the conditions under which they admit a unique gapped ground state that is consistent
with all symmetries. Here, we study one-dimensional translation-invariant lattices that conserve U(1)
charge and ZL dipole moment, where discreteness of the dipole symmetry is enforced by periodic
boundary conditions, with L the system size. We show that in these systems, a symmetric, gapped,
and non-degenerate ground state requires not only integer charge filling, but also a fixed value of
the dipole filling, while other fractional dipole fillings enforce either a gapless or symmetry-breaking
ground state. In contrast with prior results in the literature, we find that the dipole filling constraint
depends both on the charge filling as well as the system size, emphasizing the subtle interplay of
dipole symmetry with boundary conditions. We support our results with numerical simulations and
exact results.

Introduction: Quantum many-body systems that
conserve charge as well as higher multipole moments are
an exciting frontier in the study of strongly correlated
quantum matter. While the multipolar (or polynomial
shift) symmetries that result in higher moment conserva-
tion laws recently elicited interest given their close kin-
ship with “fractonic” phases [1, 2], the intriguing phe-
nomenology that results from such symmetries has en-
dowed them with a life of their own in condensed matter,
high energy, and quantum information [3–9]. Recent ex-
perimental realizations of dipole conserving dynamics (up
to exponentially long prethermal timescales) [10–13] has
further fueled the burgeoning interest in understanding
the ground state(s) of dipole conserving quantum sys-
tems [14–22].

In dipole conserving systems, single particle hopping is
forbidden, and dynamics occurs through correlated hop-
ping processes involving two (or more) particles. This
leads to striking dynamical behavior, including anoma-
lously slow dynamics [23–27], Hilbert space fragmenta-
tion [28–34], and unconventional hydrodynamic univer-
sality classes [35–41]. However, the inherently interact-
ing nature of correlated hopping makes determining the
ground state physics of generic dipole conserving sys-
tems challenging. Further complicating matters, many
1d dipole conserving models studied have extra uncon-
ventional symmetries (due to fragmentation [30, 33]),
that can significantly alter the nature of the ground
states [30, 31].

It is thus desirable to obtain non-perturbative results
constraining the low-energy spectrum, which rely only
on the manner in which microscopic symmetries act on
the many-body Hilbert space and not on specifics of

any Hamiltonian. One such result is the Lieb-Schultz-
Mattis (LSM) theorem [42] which, along with its gener-
alizations [43–46],provides an example of minimal micro-
scopic data constraining the universal long-wavelength
physics of lattice spin systems. LSM-type theorems now
exist for various internal and spatial symmetries [47–63];
the role of spatial symmetries in these theorems under-
lies their deep connection with crystalline symmetry pro-
tected topological (cSPT) phases [64–77]. For example,
in charge-conserving translation invariant 1d systems, a
gapped, symmetric, and non-degenerate ground state is
permitted only when the filling per unit cell is an inte-
ger1, which labels distinct “weak” SPT phases that are
distinct from the trivial phase only in the presence of
translation symmetry [64].
Establishing similar constraints is subtle for multipole

symmetries, which intertwine non-trivially with spatial
symmetries, and cannot be considered internal symme-
tries [2]. Crucially, the symmetry itself depends sensi-
tively on boundary conditions: in 1d translation invariant
systems, dipole symmetry is a continuous U(1) symme-
try on an infinite lattice but a discrete ZL symmetry on
a closed L-site ring [5], a distinction which was ignored
in earlier considerations of LSM constraints for dipole
symmetry [79, 80].2 Here, we show that this distinction
must be carefully accounted for, and we obtain a non-
perturbative filling constraint on the ground state(s) of
1d dipole conserving, translation invariant systems with

1 We emphasize that the filling constraint is not an anomaly [78].
2 This subtlety is absent for subsystem symmetries, for which
Refs. [79, 80] also derived LSM constraints.
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periodic boundary conditions (PBC). For bosonic/integer
spin systems at integer charge filling we show that a sym-
metric, gapped, and non-degenerate ground state is per-
mitted at a single dipole filling (whose precise value de-
pends on the charge filling and system size), where in
PBC the dipole filling is well-defined only modulo an in-
teger. At other dipole fillings, the ground state must be
either gapless or symmetry-breaking. We establish sim-
ilar constraints for fermionic/half-integer spin systems,
and support our claims through exact solutions and nu-
merical analysis.

Global symmetries: We consider arbitrary 1d lattice
systems with local interactions invariant under the fol-
lowing symmetries: ZT

L lattice translation, U(1)c charge
conservation, and ZD

L discrete dipole symmetry. The
dipole symmetry is forced to be discrete here since we
consider a finite lattice with L sites (where L is arbitrar-
ily large) with PBC, in contrast to previous works that
treat it as a continuous U(1) symmetry.

The operator Q̂ =
∑L

j=1 n̂j measures the total U(1)c

charge, where n̂j = b̂†j b̂j is the on-site number opera-

tor and the creation/annihilation operators b̂†j , b̂j obey
canonical commutation (anti-commutation) relations for
bosonic (fermionic) systems. For spin-s degrees of free-

dom (d.o.f.’s), Q̂ =
∑L

j=1 Ŝ
z
j , where

ˆ⃗
Sj is the spin-s op-

erator at site j. The global U(1)c symmetry is gener-

ated by eiαQ̂, which sends b̂j → eiαb̂j under conjugation;
α ∈ [0, 2π) is a continuous periodic variable due to charge

conservation. T̂ = eiaP̂ is the generator of translation
symmetry, which conjugates b̂j → b̂j+1, where P̂ is the
total momentum operator and a is the lattice constant
(which we set equal to 1).

On the translation invariant infinite chain, the dipole
operator is defined as Q̂D =

∑L
j=1 jn̂j , leading to the

U(1) dipole symmetry considered in Refs. [79, 80] i.e.,

the symmetry of the form eiβQ̂D with β ∈ [0, 2π) (anal-

ogously, for spins, Q̂D =
∑L

j=1 jS
z
j ; hereinafter we re-

strict to s ∈ Z, with the half-integer case discussed in
the SM [81]). On a finite ring, however, Q̂D is incompat-
ible with PBC, required for translation invariance, and
the symmetry generator for the ZD

L dipole symmetry is:

ZD
L dipole : D̂ = ei

2π
L Q̂D . (1)

Under conjugation by D̂, we have b̂j → ei
2π
L j b̂j . Hence

only operators eiβQ̂D with β a multiple of 2π/L are sym-
metry operators: this constraint comes from demanding
single-valuedness of this phase rotation under translation
by L for all U(1)c sectors; hence the “dipole charge” QD

is well-defined only modulo L. We emphasize that the dis-
creteness of dipole symmetry is enforced by the bound-
ary conditions, and β would be quantized even for a dis-

ordered dipole conserving system on a finite ring [31].3

There is an origin-dependence of the dipole operator and
its filling fraction, and here we fix it to a lattice site,
which at integer charge filling fixes the dipole filling frac-
tion modulo 1. Our main result, however, is independent
of this choice [81].
Symmetry algebra: While the charge Q̂ commutes

with T̂ , the dipole D̂ obeys the algebra T̂ D̂ =
exp(−i2πQ̂/L)D̂T̂ [31, 82]. We restrict our attention to
systems with fixed charge so that Q̂ can be replaced by
its eigenvalue Q; D̂ and T̂ then satisfy:

T̂ D̂ = exp (−i2πν) D̂T̂ , (2)

where ν = Q/L is the charge filling fraction.
At fixed integer filling, the T̂ and D̂ commute, and the

full symmetry group is G = ZT
L×Zd

L×U(1)c. In contrast,
at fixed fractional charge filling, the symmetry group is
Gν =

(
ZT
L × Zd

L

)
⋋ν U(1)c where ⋋ν indicates that the

symmetry algebra is a central extension4 of ZT
L × ZD

L

by the U(1)c filling fraction. The resemblance with the
magnetic translation group [83, 84] in charge conserv-
ing (i.e., U(1)c symmetric) systems is not accidental; the
thin-torus limit of 2d fractional quantum Hall systems
results in 1d dipole conserving models [85–88].

A symmetric, gapped, and unique ground state is not
permitted at fractional charge filling since the dipole al-
gebra Eq. (2) does not admit one-dimensional represen-
tations when ν /∈ Z. In fact, every translation invariant
eigenstate of any dipole conserving Hamiltonian can be
shown to be (at least) q-fold degenerate for ν = p/q (p, q
co-prime) [82]. As a corollary, we obtain the constraint
that a symmetric, gapped, and non-degenerate ground
state is only allowed at integer charge fillings ν ∈ Z,
where for gapped states the different integer labels cor-
respond to distinct weak SPT phases in 1D protected
by U(1)c and ZT

L [61, 64]. For half-integer spins, the
constraint is modified: a unique, symmetric, and gapped
ground state can only be obtained when ν ∈ Z+1/2 [81].

Given the above charge filling constraints, it is natu-
ral to ask whether the dipole filling νD, defined as the
dipole moment per unit cell, constrains the low-energy
physics and leads to observable physical consequences.
Note that arguments based on adiabatically threading
dipolar flux cannot be directly applied here due to dis-
creteness of the dipole symmetry. With PBC, the dipole
filling is only defined modulo 1 due to the exponentiated
form of the dipole operator D̂ in Eq. (1), i.e., its eigen-
values are ei2πνD . To clearly delineate the role of dipole

3 Though continuous dipole symmetry could emerge in the Q = 0
sector [80], we consider systems with exact dipole symmetry here.

4 Since the commutator between T̂ and D̂ formally involves an
operator, the symmetry group is not centrally extended when
the total charge is not fixed [5]; we do not consider this here.
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filling, we will henceforth work at fixed integer charge fill-
ing ν ∈ Z, where there are no charge filling constraints,
and show that the answer to the above is affirmative.

Background dipole gauge fields: To study the con-
straints imposed by dipole symmetry, we couple the sys-
tem to background gauge fields on the lattice (see SM [81]
for the continuum limit) and consider the effect of a
large gauge transformation of the dipole symmetry. We
promote the global symmetry transformation Eq. (1)

to a local one: b̂j → eiαj b̂j . Under such an arbitrary,
site-dependent local phase rotation, the minimal-ranged
charge and dipole conserving kinetic term b̂j−1(b̂

†
j)

2b̂j+1

(Ŝ−
j−1(Ŝ

+
j )2Ŝ−

j+1 for spins with s ≥ 1) transforms as:

b̂j−1(b̂
†
j)

2b̂j+1 → e−i(2αj−αj+1−αj−1)b̂j−1(b̂
†
j)

2b̂j+1 , (3)

and similarly for its Hermitian conjugate.5

To render the theory gauge invariant, each minimal
term is coupled to a single background gauge field Aj ,
leading to the gauge invariant cluster hopping term
e−iAj b̂j−1(b̂

†
j)

2b̂j+1, where Aj ≡ Aj + 2π is a compact
gauge field that transforms under gauge transformations
as Aj → Aj − 2αj + αj+1 + αj−1, cancelling the phase
shift in Eq. (3). For a Hamiltonian that is not simply a
sum of minimal terms, the minimal coupling procedure
is discussed in the SM [81]. Since αj+L − αj ∈ 2πZ, the
Wilson line Ŵ = eiϕ is gauge-invariant, with ϕ =

∑
j Aj

the net phase accrued by a dipole around the circle.6

We will be interested in large gauge transformations
which shift ϕ → ϕ + 2π. Phase rotations of the form
αj = a0 + ja1 generate the global U(1)c (via a0) and ZD

L

symmetries (via a1) respectively, and do not change the
value of the gauge field. The large gauge transformation
thus involves terms quadratic in j7:

αj =
j(j − L)

2
a2 , a2 ∈ 2π

L
Z . (4)

Requiring αj+L = αj (mod 2π) forces a2 ∈ (2π/L)Z.
The gauge transformation Eq. (4) shifts Aj → Aj + a2
(preserving translation invariance of the gauge field), and
changes δϕ = −La2 = −2π (for the minimal a2 = 2π/L).

Large gauge transformations and translations: We
now study the interplay between large gauge transfor-
mations and the generator of translation symmetry. Since
the operator exp(i

∑
j n̂jαj) generates the phase rotation

5 For spinless fermions (or spin-1/2 hard core bosons), the minimal
kinetic term has additional sublattice symmetry [31]; our results
apply once this symmetry is explicitly broken [81].

6 For U(1)c charge symmetry, αj is continuous and there is no
gauge invariant closed line operator associated with charge hop-
ping. If we Higgs this symmetry from U(1) to ZL, there is a

second gauge invariant line operator WD = ei
∑

j jAj [5].
7 This form ensures that choosing a2 ∈ (2π/L)Z is sufficient to
ensure the periodicity αj+L = αj mod 2π.

b̂k → eiαk b̂k, the gauge transformations (4) are generated
by the flux insertion operator

Ô = exp

i L∑
j=1

j(j − L)

2
a2n̂j

 ; a2 =
2πm

L
(5)

where for spins, we set n̂j → Ŝz
j . Being a large gauge

transformation, this operator is unitary, and does not
change the many-body spectrum.
A striking feature of the large gauge transformations

Eq. (5) in dipole conserving models is their non-trivial
commutation relation with translation symmetry at gen-
eral charge and dipole fillings:

T̂ Ô = exp

(
iπm

L

[
−2Q̂D + Q̂(1 + L)

])
ÔT̂ , (6)

Evaluated on a translation invariant state with fixed in-
teger charge filling 8 ν ∈ Z, we see that the flux insertion
changes the many-body momentum unless

−νD + ν
L+ 1

2
∈ Z . (7)

At even integer charge filling ν, this condition requires
an integer dipole filling fraction νD; at odd integer ν it
requires half-integer (integer) νD when L is even (odd).
Eq. (7) constrains the dipole filling fractions at which

1d dipole conserving, translation invariant systems can
have gapped, non-degenerate ground states. To see this
for bosonic and integer-spin dipole conserving systems,
we fix ν to be even, and consider a state |ΨP ⟩ with many-
body momentum P i.e., T̂ |ΨP ⟩ = eiPa |ΨP ⟩ (we restore
the lattice constant a here for clarity). Eq. (S79) gives

T̂
(
Ô |ΨP ⟩

)
= e−2πiνDeiPa

(
Ô |ΨP ⟩

)
. (8)

The state Ô |ΨP ⟩ is then an eigenstate of T̂ with many-
body momentum Pa − 2πνD. Suppose that |Ψ0⟩ is the
ground state of a translation invariant dipole conserving
Hamiltonian. Since Ô is a product of single-site unitary
operators (equivalently, a quantum circuit of depth 1),
the theorem of Ref. [89] applies, which states that if there
exists a symmetric finite-depth local unitary (FDLU)
that boosts a state’s momentum to a different value (mod
2π), then the state is necessarily long-range entangled.
Hence |Ψ0⟩ is necessarily symmetry-breaking or gapless
when νD ̸= 0 (mod 1). A similar analysis for odd-integer
charge fillings shows that the obstruction occurs for any
dipole filling νD ̸= 1/2 (νD ̸= 0) for L even (odd). For
instance, in the thin-torus limit of bosonic QH at ν = 2,

8 Eq. (S79) gives an independent momentum shift at fractional
dipole filling even for ν ̸= Z but we restrict to ν ∈ Z to highlight
the role of dipole symmetry.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Plot of the gap of the spin-1 model
Eq. (9) within the ν = 0 sector as a function of dipole filling
νD for various system sizes. Dipole fillings νD = 0(≡ 1) show
a clear gap, whereas the other fillings appear gapless. The
inset shows the gap scaling with inverse system size at
dipole fillings νD = 0 and νD = 0.5, showing evidence for a
gap and an absence of a gap respectively. Data shown for
the Hamiltonian Eq. (9) with parameters
(J3, J4, V0, V1, V2) = (1, 0.3, 1.3, 1.5,−1.2).

our constraint rules out Mott insulating states for any
νD ̸= 0 (mod 1), but allows e.g., charge-density-wave
states (consistent with results in Ref. [90]).

This analysis also applies to fermions [81], though for
systems with one fermionic d.o.f per unit cell, the integer
charge filling constraint only permits the empty lattice
(ν = 0) or the trivial atomic insulator (ν = 1) as transla-
tion invariant gapped ground states, and fractional dipo-
lar fillings cannot be realized. We extend our analysis
to half-integer spin systems in the SM [81], where we
again find that the allowed values of the dipole filling
νD at which a symmetric, gapped, and non-degenerate
ground state is permitted are specified by Eq. (7). In
the SM [81], we also extend our constraint to systems
where the charge is only defined mod N . Our analysis
can also be generalized to systems with higher multi-
pole moment conservation, since the crucial ingredient—
a symmetric FDLU that has non-trivial commutation
with translations—is furnished by the corresponding uni-
form large gauge transformation.

Explicit Examples: We now discuss the implications
of the above constraint. Note first that translation-
invariant product states of the form of |s · · · s⟩, where
s denotes the spin, are always gappable and have ν = s
and νD = s(L+ 1)/2 mod 1. For L odd and any integer
s, or for L even and even integer s, νD = 0, while for L
even and odd integer s, we see that νD = 1/2, consistent
with our results. A similar condition can be derived for
half-integer spins.

Next, we explore the ground states in the family of

interacting spin-1 Hamiltonians

Ĥ = J3
∑
j

(
Ŝ−
j−1(Ŝ

+
j )2Ŝ−

j+1 + h.c.
)

+ J4
∑
j

(
Ŝ−
j−1Ŝ

+
j Ŝ

+
j+1Ŝ

−
j+2 + h.c.

)
+ V0

∑
j

Ŝz
j + V1

∑
j

(Ŝz
j )

2 + V2
∑
j

Ŝz
j S

z
j+1, (9)

where Ŝ±
j are spin-1 raising and lowering operators, Ŝz

j

measures the spin, and we use PBC. This model has been
extensively studied in the context of Hilbert space frag-
mentation [28, 30, 33, 91]. Note that since the only states
at ν = ±1 are the fully polarized states |± · · · ±⟩, which
are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (and do satisfy the
dipolar constraint), it is not meaningful to discuss a gap
in these sectors. It remains to show that there are no
gappable states at non-zero dipole fillings when ν = 0.

Numerical explorations of this model for various
Hamiltonian parameters suggest that it is gapless within
the ν = 0 sector when νD ̸= 0. Fig. 1 shows the gap as
a function of νD for a representative set of parameters,
and also illustrates that νD = 0 is gappable. To ana-
lytically support these results, we consider Eq. (9) when
J4 = 0, where this Hamiltonian exhibits strong Hilbert
space fragmentation and allows explicit solutions within
certain Krylov subspaces. At ν = 0, the Hilbert space
sector with νD = 1/2 contains a closed Krylov subspace
generated by the state |+ − + − · · · + −⟩ for even L.
This is the largest Krylov subspace for Ĥ and contains
the ground state for a range of coupling strengths [30]. In
the SM [81], we show that the Hamiltonian within this
subspace is a spin-1/2 U(1) conserving model (e.g., XX
or XXZ) with coupling parameters specified by the pa-
rameters of Ĥ. In this description, the obstruction to con-
structing a unique, symmetric, and gapped ground state
at (ν, νD) = (0, 1/2) stems from the conventional LSM
theorem, which forbids such a state for spin-1/2 mod-
els. This restriction applies to all models that preserve
the above Krylov subspace [when the latter contains the
ground state, which we numerically observe to be the case
across a large portion of the parameter space of Eq. (9)],
which can be systematically derived [33]. Hence this solv-
able limit is also consistent with the filling constraints.
Similar models and arguments can be written down for
higher integer spin systems, as we discuss in [81].

A second approach to searching for additional gapped
states is to use Matrix Product States (MPS). In [81], we
present constraints that an injective MPS – i.e., an MPS
that can be realized as unique ground states of a local
parent Hamiltonian – with charge and dipole symmetry
must satisfy. We show that these constraints cannot be
satisfied by an MPS of bond dimension 2 at fillings that
fail to satisfy Eq. (7), providing further evidence support-
ing our result.
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Discussion: We have established dipole-filling en-
forced constraints for 1d translation invariant dipole con-
serving systems which prohibit the existence of symmet-
ric, gapped, and non-degenerate ground states except
when the dipole filling takes certain special values. Our
analysis highlights the importance of lattice-scale effects
for symmetries (such as dipole symmetry) that intertwine
non-trivially with translations, leading to differences in
the allowed large gauge transformations on the lattice
and in the continuum [81]. Crucially, the constraints ob-
tained by first working on a finite chain and then con-
sidering the limit L → ∞ differ from those obtained by
analyzing the infinite-volume limit directly: as we have
shown here, the former accurately predicts a symmetric,
gapped, and unique ground state at νD = 1/2 (for cer-
tain values of ν and L), whereas the latter ignores the
subtlety with boundary conditions and incorrectly pro-
hibits such a state at any fractional dipole filling [79].
Similar subtleties with taking the thermodynamic limit
in the presence of translation symmetry were recently ob-
served in Ref. [78] and, as our work highlights, become
more pronounced in the presence of multipole symme-
tries. Our results invite further study of higher-moment
conserving systems in higher dimensions and on arbitrary
crystalline lattices [92], where their interplay with spatial
symmetries will likely lead to additional filling-enforced
constraints. It would also be interesting to study how
our filling constraints relate to anomalies for dipole sym-
metry and to identify the 2d dipole SPTs that host the
anomalous 1d theories on their boundaries.
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This supplementary material contains details on the following:

1. The origin dependence of the dipole filling constraint

2. The minimal coupling procedure for dipole-conserving Hamiltonians

3. Fermionic and half-integer spin systems with dipole conservation

4. Continuum limits of dipole conserving lattice models

5. Mapping of certain spin-1 dipole conserving models onto spin- 12 models.

6. Charge and Dipole filling constraints from Matrix Product States

7. Constraints for ZN Charge and Dipole conserving systems

A. ORIGIN DEPENDENCE OF THE DIPOLE FILLING CONSTRAINT

Here, we detail how the origin dependence of the dipole moment affects the constraints derived in the main text
on fillings at which trivial gapped ground states are possible. Under a shift of the origin from 0 to jo, we have

Q̂D =
∑

j jn̂j →
∑

j (j − jo)n̂j = Q̂D − joQ̂, hence the dipole operator transforms as D̂ → D̂e−i 2πjo
L Q̂. The total

dipole filling transforms as νD → νD − νjo; for ν ∈ Z, νD is unchanged for any integer shift of the origin. Shifting
the origin also does not affect the commutation relation between T̂ and D̂, since T̂ and Q̂ commute. However, the
operator generating a large gauge transformation becomes:

Ô′ = exp

i L∑
j=1

(j − j0)(j − j0 − L)

2

2πm

L
n̂j

 = exp

i2πm
L

 L∑
j=1

j(j − L)

2
n̂j − j0

L∑
j=1

jn̂j +
j0(j0 + L)

2

L∑
j=1

n̂j


= ÔD̂−mj0 exp

(
i
πm

L
j0(j0 + L)Q̂

)
. (S1)

Because D̂ does not commute with translations, the commutator between Ô and T̂ is modified as follows:

T̂ Ô = exp

(
iπm

L

[
−2(Q̂D − j0Q̂) + Q̂(1 + L)

])
ÔT̂ , (S2)

which has an extra factor of exp(2πimj0Q̂/L) compared to the un-shifted commutator. Now, on a state with fixed
charge filling ν, this results in an excess phase factor of exp (2πimj0ν), which for integer j0 is trivial when ν ∈ Z for
any value of m. Thus, the constraint on the dipole filling remains invariant for any choice of jo ∈ ZL, which is the
conventional choice made in the literature.

As discussed in Ref. [93], fractional translations correspond to fractional gauge transformations of the translation
gauge field, under which we do not expect the dipole filling to remain invariant. Nevertheless, the fact that there is a
single value of the dipole filling that allow a symmetric, gapped, and non-degenerate ground state is independent of
the choice of origin within the unit cell.
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B. MINIMAL COUPLING FOR DIPOLE-CONSERVING HAMILTONIANS

In this section, we show how a generic charge and dipole conserving Hamiltonian Ĥ is coupled to background gauge
fields on the lattice. We follow the usual minimal coupling procedure used elsewhere in the literature for several types
of symmetries (see e.g. Ref. [94].) In the case of regular symmetries, such as U(1)c charge conservation, all symmetric
terms can be expressed as polynomials of the “minimal” local terms, which generate a bond algebra [95]. Hence a
prescription for gauging the minimal local terms uniquely determines the prescription for gauging any symmetric term.
The situation is subtly different with the dipole symmetry: while not all dipole symmetric terms can be expressed as
polynomials of the minimal local terms (this is also related to the presence of Hilbert space fragmentation in such
systems [33]), they can be generated from the minimal local terms up to some extra gauge-invariant operators. In the
following, we show that the minimal coupling prescription works well for charge and dipole conserving Hamiltonians
in spite of this subtlety.

We first introduce a gauge field Aj for the charge and dipole symmetries. Under gauge transformations, this
transforms as

Aj → Aj − 2αj + αj+1 + αj−1 , (S3)

with Aj ≡ Aj + 2π, while the matter degrees of freedom transform as b̂j → eiαj b̂j . We emphasise that the form of
the gauge transformation is imposed by the symmetry alone and not by details of any Hamiltonian. The “minimal”
symmetric local term that is not simply composed of on-site terms that are invariant under local symmetry transfor-
mations is given by ĥm,j = ĥ+m,j + ĥ−m,j , where ĥ

+
m,j = b̂j−1(b̂

†
j)

2b̂j+1 and ĥ−m,j = (ĥ+m,j)
†. As stated in the main text,

this term can be made gauge invariant by taking ĥ±m,j → (ĥ±m,j)
(g) = b̂j−1(b̂

†
j)

2b̂j+1e
∓iAj . Hence the gauge-invariant

minimal term is ĥ
(g)
m,j = (ĥ+m,j)

(g) + (ĥ−m,j)
(g). Now, consider a generic charge and dipole conserving Hermitian term

hj that is not the minimal term ĥm,j . Splitting as ĥj = ĥ+j + ĥ−j , where ĥ
−
j = (h+j )

†, we show that these terms can
be expressed as polynomials of the minimal terms as

ĥ+j G({Ik}) = F
(
{Ik}, {ĥ+m,k}, {ĥ

−
m,k}

)
, (S4)

where the terms Ik involve operators such as n̂k that are invariant under local symmetry transformations, and F (· · · )
and G(· · · ) are polynomials. By gauging both sides of the equation, we can then directly deduce the transformation

of ĥ+j → (ĥ+j )
(g). As an example, for a spin-1 model term ĥj = ĥ+j + ĥ−j , where ĥ

+
j = Ŝ−

j−1Ŝ
+
j Ŝ

+
j+1Ŝ

−
j+2 + h.c., we find

the following relation (
Ŝ−
j−1Ŝ

+
j Ŝ

+
j+1Ŝ

−
j+2

)
[2 + Ŝz

j (1− Ŝz
j )][2− Ŝz

j (1 + Ŝz
j )] = ĥ+m,j ĥ

+
m,j+1 (S5)

showing that a four-site charge and dipole conserving term is proportional to a product of two minimal terms up to
gauge invariant operators. (Here we set b̂j → Ŝ−

j ). From this, we can infer that the gauge-invariant terms can be
constructed as

ĥ+j → (ĥ+j )
(g) =

(
Ŝ−
j−1Ŝ

+
j Ŝ

+
j+1Ŝ

−
j+2

)
e−i(Aj+Aj+1), ĥj → ĥ

(g)
j = (ĥ+j )

(g) + (ĥ−j )
(g) (S6)

The above procedure provides a general prescription for coupling any charge and dipole conserving Hamiltonian
to a background gauge field Aj that transforms as Eq. (S3) under gauge transformations. For instance, consider the
most general two-body term that conserves these symmetries and has support over some finite range,

ĥj = b̂†j b̂j+k b̂j+k+r b̂
†
j+2k+r + h.c. , (S7)

where k ≥ 1 and r ≥ 0. Then, the corresponding gauge-invariant term is given by

ĥj → b̂†j b̂j+k b̂j+k+r b̂
†
j+2k+r exp

(
i

k−1∑
p=0

pAj+p + i

r∑
p=0

kAj+k+p + i

k∑
p=1

(k − p)Aj+k+r+p

)
+ h.c. . (S8)

One can verify by explicit calculation that such a term is gauge-invariant. Any higher-order terms can also be made
gauge-invariant in a similar way, although we do not attempt to write out their explicit expression. Note that
this discussion applies also to systems with fermionic and spin-1/2 degrees of freedom i.e., we can make the term
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ĉ†j ĉj+k ĉj+k+r ĉ
†
j+2k+r + h.c. gauge-invariant by coupling to background gauge fields in precisely the same manner as

specified by Eq. (S8).
Note that for the minimal pair-hopping model, the gauge invariant open-line operators

d̂j,j+n = b̂j+nb̂
†
j+n+1e

i
∑j+n

k=j Ak b̂†j−1bj ,

ĉj,j+n = (b̂†j+n+1b̂j+n)
nb̂j+ne

i
∑j+n

k=j (k−j)Ak b̂†j (S9)

are associated with hopping a dipole from site j to j+n, and hopping a charge from site j to j+n while simultaneously
creating a compensating dipole, respectively (the latter is only possible when the on-site Hilbert space contains states
with charge ≥ n).

C. FERMIONIC AND HALF-INTEGER SPIN SYSTEMS WITH DIPOLE CONSERVATION

Here, we discuss in more detail two classes of dipole-conserving systems that we did not treat in the main text: spin
models with half-integer spin, for which we find that the constraints on which fillings can lead to non-degenerate gapped
ground states are modified, and charge models where the microscopic degrees of freedom are (spinless) fermions, for
which the minimal dipole-conserving term is forbidden by Pauli exclusion.

Constraints on gappability for half-integer spin systems

As noted in the main text, for a system composed of spin-s degrees of freedom (with a single site per unit cell), we
define the dipole operator as

Q̂D =

L∑
j=1

jŜz
j . (S10)

Let us now consider the commutator between the translation operator T̂ and the dipole operator D̂ for half-integer
spins:

T̂ D̂ = exp

2πi

Ŝz
1 − 1

L

L∑
j=1

Ŝz
j

 D̂T̂ . (S11)

Note the appearance of the extra term 2πiŜz
1 in the overall phase factor, which has no effect for integer spin systems

but modifies the constraint for half-integer spins. Specifically, for any translation invariant eigenstate |ϕ⟩, we find that

D̂T̂ |ϕ⟩ = exp (2πi [Sz
1 − ν]) T̂ D̂ |ϕ⟩ , (S12)

where ν = 1
L

∑L
j=1 S

z
j is the filling. We hence find a modified constraint in this case, namely that each eigenstate of

a dipole conserving translation invariant Hamiltonian with half-integer spin degrees of freedom is degenerate unless
ν ∈ Z + 1

2 . For all other fillings, the entire spectrum is necessarily degenerate. This re-scaling is consistent with the
fact that half-integer filling of the spins maps to integer filling of the number of particles, when a Hilbert space of
half-integral spin-s is viewed as a Hilbert space of particle configurations with a maximum allowed occupancy of 2s
per site.

Following the analysis in the main text, we now fix the filling ν to be half-integer and consider the commutation
relation between T̂ and the operator that inserts dipole flux Ô:

Ô = exp

i∑
j

j(j − L)

2
a2Ŝ

z
j

 ; a2 ∈ 2π

L
Z, (S13)

We then find that

T̂ Ô = exp

ia2 L∑
j=1

(
−j + L+ 1

2

)
Ŝz
j

 ÔT̂ . (S14)
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Let us now consider a state |ΨP ⟩ with fixed many-body momentum P i.e., T̂ |ΨP ⟩ = eiPa |ΨP ⟩. Further, let us assume
that this state belongs to the sector with half-integer filling ν = n+ 1/2 (n ∈ Z≥0). Evaluating the above leads to

T̂
(
Ô |Ψ⟩

)
= exp

(
iπm

[
−2νD + (L+ 1)

(
n+

1

2

)])
eiPa

(
Ô |ΨP ⟩

)
. (S15)

From this relation, we find that the momentum remains unchanged if

T̂
(
Ô |Ψ⟩

)
= eiPa

(
Ô |ΨP ⟩

)
⇐⇒ νD =


0 , L = 4k + 3 and any n
1
4 , L = 4k and even n or L = 4k + 2 and odd n
1
2 , L = 4k + 1and any n
3
4 , L = 4k and odd n or L = 4k + 2 and even n

(S16)

for k ∈ Z. Thus, we find that the allowed values of the dipole filling νD at which a symmetric, gapped, and non-
degenerate ground state is permitted depend both on the system size as well as the charge filling. For any other
charge and dipole fillings, there exists a finite depth local unitary circuit that changes the many-body momentum of
the ground state |Ψ0⟩, which is hence symmetry-breaking or gapless by the theorem of Ref. [89].
We note that for spin- 12 d.o.fs, the charge filling ν completely constrains the allowed translation invariant gapped

ground states and the dipole constraint is trivial in this case. In other words, to satisfy the constraint ν ∈ Z + 1/2,
the only translation invariant states that are permitted are |↑↑ . . . ↑↑⟩ or |↓↓ . . . ↓↓⟩, with no further freedom left to
constrain. Nevertheless in general, for spin-s d.o.f’s, one needs to work in the sector with ν ̸= ±s in order for the
dipole filling to impose a non-trivial constraint, and it is in these sectors that one can obtain distinct weak dipole
SPT phases when the system is gapped.

Remarks on fermionic or spin-1/2 dipole conserving theories

For any system with an on-site Hilbert space dimension dim(Hj) ≥ 3, the minimal dipole conserving term that is
not simply the product of on-site symmetric terms is the 3-site term considered in the main text. However, for spinless
fermionic degrees of freedom, this term trivially vanishes and the minimal non-trivial hopping term is the 4-site term

ĥj = ĥ+j + ĥ−j , ĥ+j = ĉ†j ĉ
†
j+3ĉj+1ĉj+2 , (S17)

with ĥ−j =
(
ĥ+j

)†
. The expressions for spin-1/2 degrees of freedom are analogous, with ĉj → Ŝz

j . However, besides

charge-conservation, dipole, and translation symmetries, for even system size L the Hamiltonian Ĥ =
∑

j ĥj has
additional sub-lattice particle number conservation, since [31]

n̂e =

L/2∑
j=1

n̂2j , n̂o =

L/2∑
j=1

n̂2j−1 , (S18)

commute with the Hamiltonian Ĥ =
∑

j ĥj . As we will see later, these extra symmetries alter the nature of the
underlying gauge theory.

We begin by analyzing generic fermionic systems, where this sublattice symmetry will be broken by longer-ranged
dipole-conserving couplings, and showing that the results derived in the main text still hold in this case. We therefore
couple the fermionic theory to the background gauge field Aj using the minimal coupling prescription described
above. As emphasized in that discussion, the gauge transformation should be fixed independently of the details of
any Hamiltonian, and since the absence of the three-site term stems from the small Hilbert space dimension and is
not fundamentally related to the dipole symmetry, we should still require that Aj transforms as Eq. (S3) under gauge

transformations. Then, from Eq. (S8) we find that the term ĥj is made gauge-invariant by taking

ĥj → ĥ
(g)
j =

(
ĉ†j ĉ

†
j+3ĉj+1ĉj+2

)
ei(Aj+Aj+1) + h.c. . (S19)

All other charge and dipole conserving terms can similarly be made gauge-invariant. Crucially, with this coupling,
we can include terms in the Hamiltonian which preserve charge and dipole symmetries, but break the sub-lattice
symmetry, and couple them consistently to the gauge field Aj .
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In the generic case, our results from the main text then extend directly to fermionic systems, i.e., we can only obtain
symmetric, gapped, and non-degenerate ground states at integer charge filling and dipole filling 0 or 1/2 depending
on the system size L and charge filling ν. The only states compatible with integer charge filling in the fermionic case
(with one site per unit cell) are a state with no fermions (ν = 0) or a trivial atomic insulator (ν = 1). The former
always has even integer charge filling, and νD = 0. The latter has odd integer charge filling, and νD = 0 (1/2) when
L is odd (even), consistent with our analysis.

Gauging models with sub-lattice symmetry

We now turn to the case where we allow only sublattice-symmetric terms in the Hamiltonian, such that the con-
servation laws of Eq. (S18) hold. While sublattice symmetry is not a property of generic fermionic dipole-conserving
systems, it does arise naturally as the lowest order term in the thin-torus limit of the fractional quantum Hall effect [88],
as well as in systems subjected to strong electric fields [31, 96, 97], and thus merits some discussion.

In the presence of sublattice symmetry, ĥj in Eq. (S17) is the minimal term consistent with all of the symmetries,
and is therefore the focus of our minimal coupling prescription. As in the main text, we begin by promoting the global
symmetry transformation Eq. (1) to a local transformation ĉj → eiαj ĉj . Under this arbitrary, site-dependent U(1)
transformation, the minimal term in Eq. (S17) transforms as

(ĉ†j ĉ
†
j+3ĉj+1ĉj+2 + h.c.) →

(
e−i(αj+αj+3−αj+1−αj+2)ĉ†j ĉ

†
j+3ĉj+1ĉj+2 + h.c.

)
. (S20)

To render this theory invariant under such a transformation, we define a gauge field Ãj associated with each cluster,
leading to the gauge-invariant cluster hopping terms:

ĥj → ĥ
(g)
j =

(
ĉ†j ĉ

†
j+3ĉj+1ĉj+2e

iÃj + h.c.
)
, (S21)

where Ãj ≡ Ãj + 2π is a compact gauge field that satisfies the gauge transformation rule:

Ãj → Ãj + αj + αj+3 − αj+1 − αj+2 . (S22)

We emphasize that Ãj should be viewed as the fundamental gauge field only when charges are individually conserved
on the even and odd sublattices (see Eq. (S18)). Indeed, terms that do not respect the sublattice symmetry cannot
be rendered gauge invariant using Ãj . When sublattice symmetry is not present (due, for example, to the presence of
longer-ranged pair hopping terms in the Hamiltonian, or because the system size L is odd), we should instead use the
gauging procedure described in Eq. (S19), which is achieved by writing Ãj = Aj + Aj+1. This is clearly compatible

with the gauge transformation (S22) of Ãj .

Gauge invariant line operators in the presence of sublattice symmetry

To see how the Ãj gauge theory differs from its Aj counterpart, consider the gauge invariant line operators associated

with the gauge field Ã. As for A, the Wilson line W = eiϕtot is gauge invariant, where:

ϕtot =

L∑
j=1

Ãj . (S23)

The translation invariant large gauge transformations are of the same form as in Eq. (4) in the main text, and
imposing PBC αj+L = αj mod 2π again forces a2 ∈ 2π

L Z. These shift

Ãj = αj + αj+3 − αj+2 − αj+1 = 2a2 . (S24)

Taking the minimal choice of allowed by PBC, a2 = 2π
L , thus generates a uniform gauge field Ãj =

4π
L mod 2π on all

bonds, changing

δϕtot = δ

 L∑
j=1

Ãj

 = 4π , (S25)
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or twice the value obtained for the A theory in the main text. In particular, the large gauge transformation (4) does
not correspond to the minimal flux insertion when L is odd, when there is no sublattice symmetry.
In the absence of sublattice symmetry, the factors of 2 appearing in Eqs (S24) and (S25) have an obvious interpre-

tation. Writing Ãj = Aj + Aj+1, we find that for a given j, the gauge transformation (4) shifts both Aj and Aj+1

by a2. Applying such a gauge transformation to the whole system, we see that a uniform shift in A shifts each Ãj

by a total of 4π
L , rather than by the minimal amount of 2π

L compatible with ZL dipole symmetry. The minimal flux

insertion can be obtained by requiring that Ã mod 2π be single-valued, while taking the gauge parameter α to obey
anti-periodic boundary conditions. This is always the correct interpretation when L is odd.

For even system size, when sublattice symmetry is present in the Hamiltonian, ϕtot can be decomposed into the sum
of two distinct line operators ϕe and ϕo, which can be verified to be gauge-invariant, using the fact that αj = αj+L

mod 2π:

ϕtot = ϕe + ϕo , ϕe =

L/2∑
j=1

Ã2j , ϕo =

L/2∑
j=1

Ã2j−1 . (S26)

(For L odd there is only one closed line operator ϕtot ≡ ϕe + ϕo). The large gauge transformations that shift their
values can be obtained by writing:

α2j+1 = a1j +
a2
2
j(j − L) , α2j = b1j +

b2
2
j(j − L) . (S27)

Taking b1 = a1, b2 = a2 leaves ϕe unchanged, but shifts Ã2j−1 by a2, and thus ϕo by
a2L
2 . Similarly, taking b2 = a2, b1 =

a1−a2 leaves ϕo unchanged, but shifts Ã2j by a2, and thus ϕe by a2L
2 . Thus when L even, using sublattice-dependent

gauge transformations we can independently insert 2π flux on the even and odd sub-lattices.
The existence of two types of Wilson line in this case is a direct consequence of the sublattice symmetry. First,

because the charge is separately conserved on each sublattice, we find two flux insertion operators
∑

j α2j n̂2j and∑
j α2j+1n̂2j+1, with α2j and α2j+1 shown in Eq. (S27) which as noted above we can use to tune the gauge flux

separately on the even and odd sublattices. Moreover with sublattice symmetry, we find two types of dipoles at
the lattice scale: even dipoles ĉ†2j−1ĉ2j and odd dipoles ĉ†2j ĉ2j+1. Processes hopping a dipole between even and odd
sublattices are forbidden by the charge conservation of each sublattice. Thus for each dipole type, there is a gauge-
invariant open line operator

ĉ†2k+1ĉ2ke
i
∑k−1

j=i Ã2j ĉ2i+1ĉ
†
2i , ĉ†2k ĉ2k−1e

i
∑k−1

j=i Ã2j−1 ĉ2iĉ
†
2i−1 (S28)

associated with the hopping of dipoles on the even and odd sublattices, respectively. Thus, models with sublattice
symmetry admit a different lattice-scale gauge theory than that described in the main text, with an additional gauge-
invariant line operator for even-length systems. The large gauge transformations shift the flux of each of these operators
by 2π (and hence the flux of their sum by 4π). However, this difference does not affect the filling constraints: since
the operator that carries out a translation-invariant large gauge transformation is unaffected by this distinction, the
constraint on the charge and dipole fillings is still given by Eq. (S79) in the main text. If we do not require the two
sublattices to be related by translation symmetry, additional gapped states are possible since the filling on the two
sublattices is then independent.

D. CONTINUUM LIMITS OF DIPOLE CONSERVING LATTICE MODELS

Here, we investigate how our lattice models relate to continuum dipolar gauge theories, which have been investigated
for example in Ref. [5]. For finite-sized dipole conserving systems, taking the continuum limit on the circle is not benign,
since it changes the translation symmetry group from ZL to U(1) (see Ref. [78]) on the subtleties involved with taking
the thermodynamic limit for translation symmetry), and thus the dipolar symmetry from a discrete ZL symmetry to
a continuous U(1) symmetry. In the following, we discuss which of our gauge-invariant operators survive this change,
and the implications for our classification. We also describe the open line operators of the lattice theory alluded to in
the main text in more detail.

We begin by examining the gauge transformations in the continuum limit. As the lattice spacing a → 0, smooth
lattice gauge transformations of the form Eq. (S3) are well approximated by:

−2αj + αj+1 + αj−1 ≈ a2∂2xαj (S29)
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Thus Aj should be viewed as a rank-2 field: defining the continuum gauge field at position xj as

Axx(xj) =
1

a2
Aj , (S30)

the gauge transformations Eq. (S3) imply that Axx satisfies the rank-2 gauge transformation rule

Axx → Axx + ∂2xα . (S31)

Alternatively, we can start with a continuum rank 2 gauge field transforming according to (S31), and define the lattice
gauge field

Aj =

∫ ja+a/2

ja−a/2

dx′
∫ x′+a/2

x′−a/2

dx Axx(x) (S32)

which transforms under the appropriate lattice gauge transformations.
Next, we turn to gauge invariant line operators. Here, we focus on the spatial line operators, which are related to

the flux insertion processes used in the main text to constrain the charge and dipole fillings at which gapped states
occur. First, we have the closed line operator and its gauge transformation:∮

Axx dx, δ

(∮
Axxdx

)
= (∂xα(L)− ∂xα(0)). (S33)

When ∂xα is single-valued, this operator is gauge invariant even without being exponentiated[5]. (Exponentiation is
typically necessary to ensure that Wilson lines are invariant under large gauge transformations). On the lattice, we
explicitly considered large gauge transformations for which αj+1 −αj has non-trivial winding, under which these line
operators transform non-trivially. However, when x is a continuous variable, such transformations are incompatible
with periodic boundary conditions for α. To see this, observe that taking

α = a0 + a1x+
1

2
a2x(x− L) (S34)

yields

α(x+ L)− α(x) = L(a1 + a2x) , (S35)

and we can impose α(x + L) = α(x) mod 2π at all x only if a2 = 0. In other words, requiring invariance under a
continuous translation group restricts us to large gauge transformations for which ∂xα is single-valued.
As pointed out by Ref. [5], a physically helpful exponentiated variant of this operator is:

e
i
∮
(
∫ x′+a/2

x′−a/2
Axx(x,t)dx)dx

′
. (S36)

This is the continuum analog of the lattice operator ei
∑

j Aj that follows from Eq. (S32). There is also an associated
gauge invariant open line operator:

b†x2
bx2+ae

i
∫ x2
x1

dx′ ∫ x′+a

x′ dxAxx(x,t)b†x1+abx1
(S37)

associated with pairs of dipoles of length a. This corresponds exactly to the open line operator associated with dipole
hopping on the lattice described in the main text. As for the lattice, we also find a second open line operator

(b†(j+n+1)ab(j+)na)
nb(j+n)ae

i
∑j+n

k=j (k−j)
∫ ja+a/2

ja−a/2
dx′ ∫ x′+a/2

x′−a/2
Axx(x)dxb†ja (S38)

associated with moving a charge by a distance na, while creating a compensating dipole; this operator is invariant
only under a discrete subgroup of the continuous translations.

If the charge symmetry is Higgsed to a discrete, ZL/a symmetry (L/a ∈ Z), in addition to the closed line operator

ϕD =
∑

j j
∫ ja+a/2

ja−a/2
dx′
∫ x′+a/2

x′−a/2
Axx(x)dx suggested by Eq. (S38), we find a second line operator

WD = eiϕD , ϕD =
1

a

∮
x

∫ x+a

x

dx′Axx(x
′) . (S39)
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which is invariant under both gauge transformations and continuous translations. Under gauge transformations, it
transform as:

1

a
δ

(∮
x

∫ x+a

x

dx′Axx(x
′)

)
=
L

a
(α(L+ a)− α(L)) . (S40)

Thus if the symmetry has been explicitly broken from U(1) to ZL/a, such that α(x) = 2πma
L , WD is gauge invariant

and respects the continuous translation symmetry. The lattice version of these closed line operators is:

WD = eiϕD , ϕD =
∑
j

jAj , (S41)

which is gauge invariant provided we restrict (αj+1 − αj) ∈ 2π
L Z, and αj+L = αj mod 2π.

Finally, we briefly comment on how our classification is modified for continuum theories. First, the global dipole
transformation (which does not affect the winding of any of the line operators discussed above) has the form

D̂ = exp

[
iβ

∮
xρ(x)dx

]
. (S42)

This operator carries out the phase rotation by α(x) = βx. We have

T̂dD̂ = exp

[
−iβd

∮
ρ(x)dx

]
D̂T̂d = exp [−iβdQ] D̂T̂d, (S43)

where T̂d is the operator that causes translation by distance d. Requiring α(x+ L) = α(x) implies that β = 2πm/L,
m ∈ Z, so the net phase is 2πdν, where ν = Q/L is the charge filling. Thus if T̂d|ψ⟩ = eipd|ψ⟩, the flux insertion takes

p→ p+ 2πν . (S44)

If d can be any real number, then p is not periodic, and we conclude that there are no trivially gapped ground states
unless ν = 0. If we restrict to discrete translations d = ja, however, p is periodic modulo 2π/a, and we recover the
expected result that the system can have a trivial symmetric gapped ground state only if ν ∈ Z.
Our dipole filling constraint arose from considering processes that change the winding of the lattice analogs of

operators (S33) and (S39). However, as noted above, a uniform gauge field Axx = 2π
La cannot be achieved by any

choice of α compatible with periodic boundary conditions. Instead, we must choose a phase rotation such as

α(x) =
2π

L

∑
j

(x− ja)Θ(x− ja) , (S45)

where Θ(x) is the Heaviside function on a circle of circumference L, and L/a ∈ Z. This gives a gauge field

Axx(x) =
2π

L

∑
j

δ(x− ja) (S46)

and thus a net winding for Axx. However, this background gauge configuration is invariant only under a discrete
subgroup of the original translations, and thus we cannot probe the effect of dipole flux insertions on momentum
without implicitly introducing a lattice. Thus, as for the charged case, our method of finding constraints on dipole
fillings compatible with a gapped ground state is valid only for systems with discrete translation symmetry.

E. MAPPING OF CERTAIN SPIN-1 DIPOLE CONSERVING MODELS ONTO SPIN- 1
2
MODELS

In this section, we show that the ground state subspace of certain spin-1 dipole conserving models maps onto
effective spin- 12 models, from which we can directly infer an obstruction to gappability consistent with the results
established in the main text. This mapping is equivalent to one discussed in [30] for particular spin-1 Hamiltonians,
and is also closely related to the mappings in [31] for spin- 12 charge and dipole conserving models.

We start with the Hamiltonian

H3 = J3
∑
j

(
Ŝ−
j−1(Ŝ

+
j )2Ŝ−

j+1 + h.c.
)

(S47)
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with PBC and even system size, and consider the Krylov K subspace generated by the state |ψ0⟩, where

|ψ0⟩ = |+−+− · · ·+−⟩ , K = span{|ψ0⟩ , H3 |ψ0⟩ , (H3)
2 |ψ0⟩ , · · · }. (S48)

Since H3 conserves charge and dipole moment, this entire subspace is composed of states with charge and dipole filling
factors (ν, νD) = (0, 12 ). However, as a consequence of the Hilbert space fragmentation of H3 [28, 30, 33, 91], K is not
the full subspace of states with (ν, νD) = (0, 12 ). Multiple actions of H3 connect |ψ0⟩ to a subset of states with the
same charge and dipole moment, in particular those of the form

|0 · · · 0 + 0 · · · 0− 0 · · · 0 · · ·+ 0 · · · 0− 0 · · · 0⟩ , (S49)

which form a basis for the Krylov subspace K. States of this form are said to possess “string order” [30, 33, 98],
which means that they have an alternating pattern of +’s and −’s once the 0’s are ignored. This Krylov subspace by
definition is closed under the action of H3, and is numerically observed to be the largest Krylov subspace [28, 30]. It
also contains the full ground state of H3.

We now show that the action of H3 has a nice form under a transformation from the original lattice, where spins
live on sites labelled by {j}, to the dual lattice, where the spins live on the links labelled by {j + 1

2}. We perform the
following mapping:

|+⟩j ↔ |↓↑⟩j− 1
2 ,j+

1
2
, |−⟩j,j+1 ↔ |↑↓⟩j+ 1

2
, |0⟩j ↔ |σσ⟩j− 1

2 ,j+
1
2
, σ ∈ {↑, ↓}, (S50)

where the spin σ in the mapping of 0’s is chosen such that it is consistent with the mappings assigned to +’s and the
−’s. This mapping is an isomorphism between the Hilbert space spanned by even L spin-1’s with string order, denoted
by Hs and the Hilbert space of L spin- 12 ’s denoted by H 1

2
. The Krylov subspace K is a subspace of Hs. Given the

isomorphism of these Hilbert spaces, we can also write down a dictionary between the operators in these two spaces:

Ŝz
j = σ̂z

j+ 1
2
− σ̂z

j− 1
2
,

Ŝ−
j−1(Ŝ

+
j )2Ŝ−

j+1 + Ŝ+
j−1(Ŝ

−
j )2Ŝ+

j+1 =
1

2

(
σ̂x
j− 1

2
σ̂x
j+ 1

2
+ σ̂y

j− 1
2

σ̂y

j+ 1
2

)
(S51)

where Sx,y,z and σx,y,z respectively denote spin-1 and spin- 12 operators, and by equality we mean that the action of
the L.H.S. within Hs maps onto the action of the R.H.S. within H 1

2
. With this, we see that the spin-1 charge and

dipole operators map as ∑
j

Ŝz
j = 0,

∑
j

jŜz
j = −

∑
j

σ̂z
j+ 1

2
+ Lσ̂z

1
2
. (S52)

Any spin-1 state with charge and dipole filling (ν, νD) hence maps onto spin- 12 state with spin filling 1
2 − νD. Since

the Krylov subspace K has charge and dipole filling factors (ν, νD) = (0, 12 ), in the spin-12 language we are restricted
to the sector with spin filling 0.

Using the operator dictionary of Eq. (S51), it is possible to build a variety of spin-1 dipole conserving models that
map onto spin- 12 spin conserving models when restricted to the Krylov subspace generated by |ψ0⟩. For example, the
pure dipole conserving Hamiltonian H3 studied in [30] maps onto the spin- 12 XX model. In addition, electrostatic
interactions that are diagonal in the computational basis [such as those in Eq. (9) in the main text] can be added to
H3 without altering the fact that the Krylov subspace K is closed. These make the effective Hamiltonian within the
subspace a spin- 12 XXZ model. We can then ask if appropriate gapped spin- 12 models can be engineered so that the
corresponding spin-1 model has a gap, at least within the subspace Hs. However, there is a clear obstruction from
the usual Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem [42, 99] to constructing gapped spin- 12 models at spin filling factors
ν /∈ Z + 1

2 . Hence, within the realm of models that possess the closed subspace Hs of string ordered states, the
obstruction to constructing charge and dipole conserving spin-1 models gapped within the (ν, νD) = (0, 12 ) sector
maps onto the usual LSM obstruction to constructing unique gapped ground states of spin- 12 models.

One might then wonder if this mapping generalizes to higher spin dipole conserving models, which, within certain
Krylov subspaces, might then map onto integer spin models that are gappable. In order for this to happen for
arbitrary spin-S, it can be explicitly checked that the types of dipole conserving terms need to be carefully chosen
so that similar closed Krylov subspaces composed of states with string order exist. With such appropriately chosen
terms, the operator dictionary of Eq. (S52) remains valid, where the L.H.S. are spin-S operators and the R.H.S. are
spin-S2 operators. Spin-S states with charge and dipole filling factors (ν, νD) = (0, 12 ) then always map onto spin-S2
states with spin filling (S2 −νD) mod 1. If S is odd, the effective model is a half-integer model with integer spin filling,
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and the usual LSM obstruction still holds. If S is even, the effective model is an integer spin model with half-integer
charge filling, where again a LSM-type filling constraint holds [43, 44].

Hence, in these cases with analytical tractability, there are obstructions to gappability, which provide additional
evidence for the validity of our claims in the main text.

F. CHARGE AND DIPOLE FILLING CONSTRAINTS FROM MATRIX PRODUCT STATES

In this section, we directly analyze the filling constraints on charge and dipole fillings by studying the action of
these symmetries on Matrix Product States (MPS). We write down the necessary conditions to construct a finite-bond
dimension injective MPS that is an eigenstate of both charge and dipole symmetries, with any possible eigenvalues.
Such an injective MPS admits a gapped parent Hamiltonian with the MPS as its unique ground state with periodic
boundary conditions [100, 101].

For concreteness, we consider a spin-S system with d = 2S + 1 degrees of freedom. We restrict to integer S for
simplicity; the case of half-integer S can be worked out in close analogy. The unitary operators Uc and Ud that
represent U(1)c charge symmetry and the ZL dipole symmetry are given by

Uc(θ) =

L⊗
j=1

u(θ), Ud(n) =

L⊗
j=1

u

(
θ =

2πn

L

)j

, u(θ) = eiθS
z

, (S53)

where Sz is the on-site spin-S operator, θ ∈ [0, 2π), and 0 ≤ n < L. Any state |ψ⟩ with charge and dipole filling ν
and νD respectively should satisfy

Uc(θ) |ψ⟩ = eiLθν |ψ⟩ , Ud(n) |ψ⟩ = ei2πnνD |ψ⟩ . (S54)

For a one dimensional system, a gapped, non-degenerate ground state can be represented to arbitrary precision
with an injective MPS. A translation-invariant MPS with PBC is a state defined as [101]

|ψ⟩ =
∑
{mj}

Tr[A[m1]A[m2] · · ·A[mL]] |m1,m2, · · ·mL⟩, (S55)

where mj labels the state on site j, A[mj ] is a χ×χ matrix that encodes the state, where χ is referred to as the bond
dimension of the MPS. A is viewed as d× χ× χ tensors, where the d-dimensional index is referred to as the physical
index, and the χ-dimensional indices are referred to as auxiliary indices or ancilla. For any MPS symmetric under a
global on-site symmetry such as Uc(θ), the local tensors satsify the condition [101, 102]∑

m′

u(θ)m,m′A[m′] = eiϕ(θ)V (θ)A[m]V (θ)†, (S56)

where m,m′ run over the d-dimensional physical index, V is a χ-dimensional matrix and the multiplication on the
R.H.S. is over the auxiliary index. It is easy to see that any MPS with the tensors satisfying Eq. (S56) is an eigenstate
of the global symmetry operators Uc(θ) with eigenvalue eiϕ(θ)L. With the conditions that ϕ(θ = 0) = 0 and those of
Eq. (S54) we obtain

ϕ(θ) = θν. (S57)

Setting θ = 2π in Eq. (S56), we get

A[m] = ei2πνV (θ = 2π)A[m]V (θ = 2π)†, (S58)

where we have used that u(θ = 2π) = 1.
Suppose the χ-dimensional MPS {A[m]} is injective under blocking ℓ ≥ ℓ0 sites, i.e., we have

span{mj}{A
[m1]A[m2] · · ·A[mℓ]} = Mχ×χ, (S59)

where Mχ×χ is the full matrix algebra of χ×χ matrices, and ℓ0 is the minimum number of sites needed to be blocked
to see the injectivity. Any tensor A satisfying Eq. (S59) for some finite ℓ is referred to as a normal tensor [101].
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Eq. (S59) means that some linear combination of the matrices {A[m1]A[m2] · · ·A[mℓ]} is the identity matrix. Since
V (θ = 2π) is unitary, we can also apply Eq. (S58) to this linear combination to show that

ei2πνℓ = 1 ∀ ℓ ≥ ℓ0. =⇒ ν ∈ Z. (S60)

This recovers the standard LSM-type filling constraint that integer charge filling is a necessary condition to construct
a gappable MPS ground state [99, 103–106].

We now impose the condition that the MPS should be symmetric under Ud(n), as shown in Eq. (S54). Acting
u(θ = 2πn

L )j on the physical index of the j’th MPS tensor, using Eqs. (S56) and (S57) we obtain

∑
m′

[
u

(
θ =

2πn

L

)]j
m,m′

A[m′] = ei
2πnνj

L

[
V

(
θ =

2πn

L

)]j
A[m]

[
V

(
θ =

2πn

L

)†
]j

. (S61)

Hence the action of Ud(n) on the full MPS reads

Ud(n) |ψ⟩ = eiϕn
L(L+1)

2

∑
{mj}

Tr[VnA
[m1]VnA

[m2]Vn · · ·VnA[mL]] |m1,m2, · · ·mL⟩ (S62)

where we have defined

ϕn = ϕ

(
θ =

2πn

L

)
=

2πnν

L
, Vn = V

(
θ =

2πn

L

)
. (S63)

Using Eq. (S54), we obtain

eiϕn
L(L+1)

2

∑
{mj}

Tr[VnA
[m1]Vn · · ·VnA[mL]] |m1 · · ·mL⟩ = ei2πnνD

∑
{mj}

Tr[A[m1] · · ·A[mL]] |m1, · · ·mL⟩. (S64)

Since we want both sides of this equation to be same injective MPS, at the level of the local tensors we should
have [101] √

VnA
[m]
√
Vn = eiΥGA[m]G−1 ∀ m, where eiΥL = ei2πn(νD−ν L+1

2 ), (S65)

where G is an invertible χ× χ matrix.
It remains to determine if there are any constraints on Υ so that Eq. (S65) can be satisfied for some choice of G.

In order to determine this, we analyze the structure of Vn and A[m] coming from the charge symmetry constraint of
Eq. (S56). It is known that V (θ) should form a projective representation of the symmetry group of u(θ) [101], which
in this case is U(1). Using the fact ν ∈ Z and Eq. (S58), we can use the injectivity of A[m] to conclude that that
V (θ = 2π) = 1. Its general form can be written as

V (θ) = diag(eiv1θ, eiv2θ, · · · , eivχθ), vµ ∈ Z. (S66)

Expanding Eq. (S56) to first order in θ, we then obtain

A[m] + iθ
∑
m′

Sz
m,m′A[m′] +O(θ2) = (1 + iθν +O(θ2))(A[m] + iθ[M,A[m]] +O(θ2))

=⇒ mA[m] = [M,A[m]] + νA[m], (S67)

where M = diag(v1, v2, · · · , vχ). Eq. (S67) implies some constraints on the structure of the tensors {A[m]} for any
charge symmetric MPS, which has been studied earlier in great detail [107]. This can in principle be used to constrain
the solutions in Eq. (S65).

While we are not able to obtain a useful constraint in the general case, we focus on ν = 0 in spin-1 systems,
and restrict to bond dimension χ = 2, where we can perform a brute-force search for solutions to Eq. (S65). Using
Eq. (S67), we can show that any such MPS of bond dimension χ = 2 can be brought to the form

A[+] =

(
0 c+
0 0

)
, A[0] =

(
c0 0
0 c′0

)
, A[−] =

(
0 0
c− 0

)
, V (θ) =

(
eiv1θ 0
0 eiv2θ

)
(S68)
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where c+, c−, c0, and c
′
0 are some non-zero numbers and v1, v2 ∈ Z. Performing this search for solutions of Eq. (S65),

we obtain that there are no non-trivial solutions for G and Vn that preserve the injectivity of A[m] unless Υ = 0. This
implies that the fillings satisfy

ν
L+ 1

2
= νD mod 1. (S69)

Hence we recover the filling constraint in the main text from this MPS point of view. It would be interesting to
generalize this argument to MPS of arbitrary finite bond dimensions, where it is likely that results on the block
structures of U(1) charge symmetric MPS, derived in [107] would be useful.

G. CONSTRAINTS FOR ZN CHARGE AND DIPOLE CONSERVING SYSTEMS

In this Section, we consider the case where the charge is only conserved modulo N , in which case we obtain distinct
results from those considered in the main text. Note that such systems have recently been investigated in the context
of dipole-symmetry protected topological phases in one dimension [108, 109].

First, note that if charge is conserved only mod N , then the dipole moment can also be conserved at most mod
N . In particular, this allows single charges to hop by N sites. If the system size is L = mN + r, then with periodic
boundary conditions, it follows that by a series of m consecutive hops by N sites, the particle can move a distance
r around the circle. Thus, the dipole moment is conserved at most mod r, which reduces the ZN dipole symmetry
to a Zgcd(L,N) symmetry. To see this explicitly, let L = qn and N = pn, where n = gcd(L,N). Then qn = mpn + r,
hence r is also divisible by n and the dipole symmetry is at least Zn. On the other hand, the charge can be moved
by any amount kN + tr mod L for any k and t, which is equivalent to (k−mt)N mod L. Since gcd(L,N) = n, there
always exist integers ℓ, ℓ′ such that ℓN = ℓ′L+n; hence choosing t = 1, there always exists k such that the expression
(k−m)N mod L = n. Hence kn+ tr = n mod L for an appropriate choice of k and t, and the dipolar symmetry is also
at most Zn. Here, we will restrict ourselves to the case where the periodicity of the dipole symmetry and the charge
symmetry are the same, in which case it suffices to consider values of N for which gcd(L,N) = N , i.e., L/N ∈ Z.
Under this reduced charge symmetry, the phases αj associated with global U(1) phase rotations now take on discrete

values, αj ∈ 2π
N Z; it is thus natural to impose this restriction when gauging the dipole symmetry as well. When the

gauge transformations are discrete, we identify a second gauge-invariant line operator:

WD = eiϕD , ϕD =

L∑
j=1

jAj . (S70)

Under gauge transformations,

δ(ϕD) = L(αL+1 − αL)− (αL − α0), (S71)

and WD is gauge-invariant under discrete gauge transformations, for which L(αL+1 − αL) = pN 2πm
N is an integer

multiple of 2π.
As discussed in Sec. D, the corresponding open string operators are associated with moving single charges. Note

that, on the lattice, with U(1) charge conservation such motion is prohibited and neither WD nor the corresponding
open strings are gauge invariant operators. However, when the U(1) charge symmetry is Higgsed to ZN , we see that
WD is gauge invariant, and ϕD describes the phase acquired by a charge that has travelled around the circle. In this
case gauge-invariant open string operators also exist, associated with transporting a charge by N sites. We emphasize
however that the Wilson line operator discussed in the main text is always gauge invariant, irrespective of the status
of WD.
The general form of an operator carrying out a large gauge transformation is

Ô = ei
∑

j αjnj . (S72)

Let us consider αj of the general form

αj =
a2
2
j2 + a1j , (S73)

which is the minimal form required for a large gauge transformation, since Aj transforms with the second lattice
derivative of α. To find the coefficients a1 and a2, we first note that for all j we must have (both for the ZN case
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discussed here and for the U(1) case discussed in the main text)

αj+L − αj ∈ 2πZ =⇒ jLa2 + L

(
L

2
a2 + a1

)
∈ 2πZ , =⇒ a2 =

2πn

L
=⇒ L(πn+ a1) ∈ 2πZ (S74)

where n is some integer. Thus we see that if L is even, we can choose a1 to be any integer multiple of 2π/L (in the
main text, we have specifically taken a1 = −nL

2 × 2π
L ). On the other hand, if L is odd, we need a1 to be an odd-integer

multiple of n π
L (in the main text, we have specifically taken a1 = −L× nπ

L ).
When the charge symmetry is U(1), this is the only condition, and we are free to choose n to be any integer, as we

did in the main text. However, when the charge symmetry is a discrete ZN symmetry we additionally require that

αj+1 − αj ∈
2π

N
Z =⇒ a2j +

(a2
2

+ a1

)
∈ 2π

N
Z . (S75)

This can hold for all j only if

a2 =
2πk

N
, (πk +Na1) ∈ 2πZ (S76)

where k is an integer. In other words, a1 = π
N (2m + k), where m is any integer. Thus the gauge parameter has the

form:

αj = a2
j(j + 1)

2
+ ã1j , a2 =

2πk

N
, ã1 =

2πm

N
. (S77)

Now, we can ask whether it’s always possible to choose k = 1 (i.e. a2 = 2π
N ), without violating periodicity of α. From

the discussion above, we see that our choice of a1 = π
N (2m+ k) is compatible with periodicity when L is odd, but not

necessarily when L is even. Specifically, we have

αj+L − αj = 2π(kj +m)
L

N
+ 2πk

L

N

(L+ 1)

2
(S78)

The first term is always an integer multiple of 2π, because we have assumed L is divisible by N . If L is odd, the
second term is also an integer multiple of 2π, irrespective of k. If L is even, and L/N is even, the second term is again
an integer multiple of 2π. However, if L is even and L/N is odd, the second term is an integer multiple of 2π only
when k is even. Thus in this case, the naive minimal choice of k = 1 is incompatible with both periodic boundary
conditions and ZN valued gauge transformations.

We now ask whether these large gauge transformations change the many-body momentum. We have:

T̂ Ô = exp
(
−i
[
a2Q̂D + ã1Q̂

])
ÔT̂ = exp

(
−2πi

[
k
Q̂D

N
+m

Q̂

N

])
ÔT̂ . (S79)

We see that when Q/L is an integer (so that Q/N is also an integer), any choice of m gives an equivalent trivial phase
factor. If L is odd, then k can be any integer. This gives the constraint that QD = 0 modulo N , and there is only one
value of the dipole moment for which the system can be gapped.

If L is even, and L/N is odd, however, then k must be even; this means that there are two distinct gapped ground
states, associated with dipole filling fractions QD/N = 0, 1/2. In particular, this is possible when N = L. In fact, this
agrees with the analysis of the U(1) case considered in the main-text, which found that the dipolar filling for even L
was integral (half-integral) when the charge filling was an even (odd) integer. With charge defined only modulo L, the
distinction between even and odd integer charge filling is no longer possible, and we have two gapped ground states
at charge filling 0 (modulo 1), distinguished by their dipole filling fraction.

Indeed, if L/N = p is odd (such that N is even, since L is even by assumption), these gapped ground states
correspond to uniform filling with 0 and N/2 particles per site, respectively. A uniformly filled state with charge
m on each site has QD = mL(L + 1)/2 = mL(N − 1)/2 mod L, respectively (this follows from the fact that
pN(pN + 1)/2 − pN(N − 1)/2 = N(p + Np(p − 1)/2), which is divisible by N). If N is odd, then (N − 1)/2 is an
integer, so this is always equivalent to 0 filling, consistent with the fact that the unique gapped ground state in this
case has QD/N ∈ Z. If N is even, however, (N − 1)/2 is a half-integer, and thus when p is odd, pN(N − 1)/2 is
a half-integer multiple of N ; thus taking m = 1 we obtain a gapped ground state with νD = (N − 1)/2, which is
half-integral. Evidently, a second gapped ground state with QD = 0 mod N is obtained by taking m = 0.
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One might ask what happens in the case that N is not a divisor of L. As described above, the dipole symmetry
becomes reduced to Zn (n = gcd(L,N)), while the charge symmetry remains ZN , so that αj ∈ 2π

N Z. We thus have

δϕD ∈ 2π
L

N
Z = 2π

q

p
Z , (S80)

where we have taken L = qn,N = pn. Thus WD = exp[ipϕD] is gauge invariant. If n = 1 then p = N and WD is a
trivial operator, but if n > 1, p < N and it represents a physically measurable phase obtained by hopping a single
charge p < N times around the system.
As for the classification, the large gauge transformations are as described in Eq. (S77). However, the single-valuedness

constraint (S78) requires that

αj+L − αj = 2π(kj +m)
q

p
+ 2πk

q

p

(L+ 1)

2
. (S81)

Since this must hold for all j, k and m be multiples of p in general to ensure that the first term is an integer multiple
of 2π. When L is even and q is odd, k must be a multiple of 2p. The commutator between translation and dipole flux
insertion then gives:

T̂ Ô = exp
(
−2πi

p

N

[
lQ̂D + sQ̂

])
ÔT̂ = exp (−2πq [lνD + sν]) ÔT̂ (S82)

where s = m/p is any integer, and l = k/p is an even integer for L even and q odd, and any integer otherwise.
It is also worth revisiting the possible dipole symmetry transformations in this case. The dipole symmetry operator

has the general form D = ei
∑

j a1jnj . A ZN dipole symmetry would suggest that a1 = 2πm
N ; however, single-valuedness

of the symmetry transformation in periodic boundary conditions also requires that La1 ∈ 2πZ. Thus if L/N = q/p,
then a1 = sp 2π

N and we find that neither dipole symmetry nor dipole flux insertion yield an obstruction to having a
gapped ground state with ν = Q/L = 1/p. However, by assumption L is not divisible by p; hence this is not possible
since Q must be an integer. Indeed, the smallest integer m for which Q = mL/p ∈ Z is m = p, since (again, by
assumption), L and p share no common factors. In other words, a trivial gapped ground state is in fact possible only
at integer charge fillings, consistent with the well-known conclusion in the U(1) case. At integer charge filling, the
remaining criterion that a gapped ground state must satisfy is that qlνD ∈ Z. If either L is odd or q is even, l can
be any integer and we obtain a single gapped ground state with a trivial dipole moment. If L is even and q is odd,
however, then l is even and we expect two distinct gapped ground states.
Indeed, as above, these distinct gapped ground states can be realized at uniform filling m. In this case, QD =

mL(L+1)/2 = m qn
2 (qn+1). Let us first consider the case m = 1. When n is even, this cannot be 0 modulo N = np;

if it were, it would follow that q
2 (qn+1) = rp for some integer r, which is impossible since q

2 (qn+1) is a half-integer.
It follows that taking m = 1, we get νD = (L + 1)/2, which is a gapped ground state with charge filling ν = 1 and
half-integer dipole filling (since L is even by assumption). A distinct gapped ground state can be obtained by taking
m = 0.
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